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The CLARIN project is a large-scale pan-European 
collaborative effort to create, coordinate and make 
language resources and technology available and readily 




CLARIN EU project and different national CLARIN projects

 
CLARIN EU WP2 since 2007 investigated and creates 























Problems with current solutions:

 




Limited interoperability (both semantic and functional)

 




Limited support for LT tool & services descriptions
Common metadata domain
Why a common metadata domain:

 
Finding and sharing resources housed at all archives & 
repositories participating in CLARIN

 
Specify distributed heterogeneous collections of LRs and 
processing  these collections

 
In general, a common metadata domain helps bringing 
along a single domain of LRs
Metadata Components
CLARIN chose for a component approach: CMDI 

 
NOT a single new metadata schema

 




with explicit semantics for interoperability
How does this work?

 
Components are bundles of related metadata elements that 
describe an aspect of the resource

 




Components may use and contain other components

 
















































































































User selects appropriate 
components to create a 
new metadata profile  or 
an existing profile





Basically a list with concepts and their descriptions where 
every concept has a unique identifier.

 
Some have a complicated structure and are associated with 
elaborate (administrative) processes to determine the 




others are static and simple lists of concepts and 




ISO-DCR is important for more CLARIN objectives then 




is an implementation of the model defined in ISO 12620 , 
offering a GUI and programming APIs

 
Every DC Is subject to a standardization process and 
carries information on the status  of that process

 
Metadata is just one of 13 Thematic Domains in the DCR

 
Can contain no relations between the DCs, only a value 
domain relation is possible. 
Country      dcr:1001























partly solved via references 
to ISO DCR or other registry
Selecting metadata components from the registry





User selects appropriate 
components to create a 
























Create metadata schema from selection 
of existing components. Allow creation 
of new components if they have 
references to ISOcat
Perform search/browsing on the metadata 
catalog using  the ISO DCR and other 
concept registries and CLARIN relation 
registry
Metadata component profile 






















Knowledge components: DCR, Relation Registry

 
The CMDI takes an archivist or “production” first viewpoint

 
Prioritize that the metadata can be of good quality: 
consistent, coherent, correctly linked to the concept registries

 
The consumer side can be more “experimental” and diverse.

 
Many MD exploitation “stacks” or consumers can work in 
parallel on the same metadata 
CMDI contributors
Collaboration on the CMDI implementation

 












IDS: Virtual Collection Registry

 












































Current CMDI status I

 
ISO-DCR: 218 metadata concepts

 
CMDI component registry: 135 components, 19 profiles
Produced & inspired by:

 
Deconstructing existing metadata schema IMDI, OLAC, TEI

 




CLARIN NL metadata project tested the CMDI model and 
delivered components and profiles for the resources in two 
major Dutch Language Resource centers
Current CMDI status II










Still working on: 

 
Joint Metadata Repository, Metadata Catalog, Semantic 
Mapping, Relation Registry
Expect a usable first version in third quarter 2010
CMDI: Browsing the Component 
Registry
CMDI: Editing a Component
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